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Performance is the Bastien Piano Basics solo collection series. The enjoyable variety of original

tunes, folk songs, and pop styles will spice up piano study, and the delightfully colorful artwork will

give students a lift! Each of these solos is designed for study as well as performance for family,

friends, or recital audiences. Each page is carefully correlated with Piano, Theory, and Technic.

Extremely appealing to today's students, and convenient for busy teachers!The Primer Level

contains 25 solos that use concepts presented in Piano. Ideal for study of first recital; several

include duet accompaniments.
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I have used this series for students for many years. It is a good beginning, especially for students

who advance just a bit more slowly than others, or who do not have time to practice consistantly.I

like to use it as supplemental instruction, along with sheet music pieces for beginners.

This book is part of a set of four books that are keyed to work together. I teach beginner piano.

These are the books I use for the youngest beginners. Some reading skills are helpful for

independent work, but these can be used for pre-readers with a bit of help. They are so well-written,

incrementally, that most children are able to work ahead by themselves.

Bought this and the other primer level books for my 7 yr old daughter who wants to learn piano. Her



teacher recommend we get these and start with these so she can practice at home. She does very

well with all the books that we got her. Very easy to follow. I am musically inclined and I play many

instruments, however piano is not one of them. So the books are great to have around if you want to

teach yourself a little more and learn with your kids. I have definitely learned a little more myself

while helping my daughter to practice. As she continues to grow musically I am sure we will follow

with the series. As always, with anything that requires practice, this will only help you to learn and to

expand your knowledge. It is up to you or your child to practice and learn through repetition.

Great learning books for children beginning piano. My daughter started lessons at age 3 and is now

6 years old. Her instructor has ONLY used this series of piano books (theory, piano, and

techniques) since she started and she is now able to play full songs with both hands, and

sometimes with accompaniment. She is proficient in reading music, playing, and technique up to the

level she has reached thus far. She is currently working on the pink level books.The books are full of

cute pictures that grab the attention of the little ones, worksheet type exercises or quizzes that are

easy for children to understand, and fun learning songs which some are very recognizable to the

kids such as twinkle twinkle little star.The books I've ordered have always come sooner than the

estimated date and in perfect condition. I highly recommend this series of piano books for the young

piano players.

I got the entire set of Primer level books, and they do not disappoint. They are instructive but also

easy to learn and practice with by my 6 year old who has never played.

I'm a piano teacher with forty plus years of experience. I really like Bastien piano lessons because

they are easy to teach and they are easy for young students to understand. They are complete in

their instruction and add just enough theory to teach the concepts but not too much to overwhelm

the students, who are usually not interested in theory at all.

This is a very simple start to older students. I have an 8 year old and a 10 year old using this series

of books. It makes learning simple but fun for them.

Great book for a great price. My nine year old daughter is taking piano lessons for the first time and

this is the book that the teacher recommended and we are very happy with it.
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